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Veue
Surface-mounted Wood Slat 
Grille System

Striking yet peaceful wood slats are an excellent 
way to add to a space by mastering light, 
textures, sight lines, and pattern. For thousands 
of years, the application has remained largely 
unchanged from the Asian tradition. Veue brings 
that tradition to the 21st century by allowing you 
to also master another important sense, sound. 
Veue panels are made using our acoustic core, 
wrapped meticulously in microperforated wood 
veneer, and placed on walls and ceiling utilizing 
our backer board hardware system. 
 
Features
•  All the aesthetics of wood, with the .85 NRC value of 

Sonus’ acoustic core

•  Veue slats weigh just 1lb per square foot, less than 2lbs 
per 4”x 72” slat

•  Configurations are available to provide easy and 
complete access to the plenum

•  Grilles come preassembled in eight slat sections, making
both large and small installs quick and easy  



Surface-mounted Wood Slat Grille System

Veue
Tech Specs

Our Craftsmanship Guarantee is really simple:

If there is a craftsmanship defect detected, we will repair or replace 
the impacted product.

If the product was damaged during shipping and it was because of how 
we packaged it, we will repair or replace the impacted product.

The length of our guarantee is five (5) years provided you used a 
Certified PRO Installer; otherwise, it is a standard three (3) years.

Lead Time

Standard Sizes and Coverings: 2–3 Weeks
Custom Sizes and Coverings: 6–8 Weeks*

*any customer supplied coverings may require additional time for delivery and testing. 
Additionally, wood veneers require perforation. Anything not in stock requires an 
additional 4–6 weeks.

Custom Shop

Need something unique? Want to co-create actionable solutions that 
improve the human experience? We believe, together, we can ideate, 
design, and build solutions, that create unique experiences. Call us to 
discuss our Custom Shop program.
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Length  47”, 95”

Width   5”

Thickness  11/4”

Reveal  1”

Tolerance  +/- 1/16”

Core   Core substrate comprised of 6–7 pcf  
   fiberglass known for it’s high-performing  
   sound aborption capabilities, thermal  
   properties, and high dimensional stability. 
   Acoustical-performing facer board (1/8”)  
   on both sides adds rigidity and strength to  
   our core acoustic substrate. 

Edge Detail  Hardened

Edge Profile  Square and Edgebanded

Mounting Type Wood Backer Board Crossmembers

Mounting Hardware Screws

Flammability  ASTM e84 Class A

NRC   11/4” = .85
* Suspension system not supplied by Sonus North America. Consult local code for seismic requirements for ceiling suspension system.
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Sound Absorption

Hz  125  250  500  1,000  2,000  4,000  NRC

  .21  .78  1.04  1.07  1.06  1.04  .80

Construction and Installation
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1. Additional layer of 24 lb rigid high-density, light
veil acoustic board

2. High-density 6–7lb acoustic board
3. Rigid high-density acoustic board
4. Jacaranda SanFoot .5mm Wood Veneer 

consisting of a unique five layer construction:
•  Two layers of polyurethane laquer with 30%

sheen
•  High quality 0.2mm wood veneer
•  Interlayer paper
•  Aluminum, providing a moisture barrier and

excellent impact resistance and fire ratings
•  Paper backing for coding of individual sheet

identifications
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Ceiling Installation

Wall Installation
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Color Options
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Standard Species and Stains 
   

       
Maple    Cherry
Flat Cut    Flat Cut
   

       
Red Oak   Oak
Flat Cut    Whiterift

       
Walnut
Flat Cut

Non-standard Species and Stains
Over 100 species and cuts available.

Proudly partnering with


